Allen College seeks to hire faculty for the Doctor of Physical Therapy Program

Posting ID # 123753

Allen College seeks applications for a full-time, 12-month non-tenured faculty member to serve as the Director of Clinical Education (DCE) for its hybrid Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT) Program to start August 2023. The faculty will be hired at a rank commensurate with their credentials, qualifications and experience. The DPT program uses a combination of online and on-campus learning experiences. The curricular delivery is conducted via synchronous or asynchronous learning experiences and onsite lab immersions. The hybrid learning model allows faculty to live remotely from campus. However, DPT faculty must be able to travel and stay in Waterloo, IA for designated periods each semester. In addition, the DCE is required to travel throughout Iowa and the US to conduct clinical site visits.

The DCE will be responsible for all aspects of the clinical education experiences of students enrolled in the DPT program, including the planning, coordination, facilitation, administration, and monitoring of the clinical education component of the curriculum. Additionally, the successful candidate will be expected to teach in one or more content areas within the program based on candidate experience and program needs.

Ideal candidates will have previous experience with the administration of clinical education in a DPT program and clinical/teaching expertise one or more of the following areas: cardiopulmonary, integumentary, neurology, or acute care.

Faculty are members of the Allen College Faculty Organization Committee at large and are appointed to other faculty committees. Faculty are involved in the development and evaluation of the program and of the students. Faculty are actively involved in teaching, guidance and academic advising of students and report to the School’s Dean.

In compliance with the Clery Act, Allen College publishes an Annual Security report containing three previous years of crime statistics, institutional policies concerning campus safety, and a fire safety report. The report is available at https://www.allencollege.edu/filesimages/Current%20Students/Safety/ASR%20Report%209-29-22%20Final.pdf. A paper copy is available upon request.

**Education and Experience Qualifications**

**Minimum Qualifications:**

- Physical therapy degree and license in any U.S. jurisdiction.
- Eligibility for licensure in Iowa.
- Earned doctoral degree from a regionally accredited institution of higher education. DPT, post-professional DPT, PhD, EdD, DSc or equivalent will meet this requirement.
- Three years of full-time clinical practice experience.
- Two years of clinical practice must include experience as a Center Coordinator of Clinical Education (CCCE) or Clinical Instructor (CI) in physical therapy, or a minimum of two years of experience in teaching, curriculum development and administration in a physical therapy education program.
- Demonstrate contemporary expertise in an area of teaching responsibility.
Preferred Qualifications:

- Prior teaching experience in a physical therapist academic program and/or administrative experience in clinical practice.
- Active in clinical practice, especially as applicable to clinical education.
- Active in professional activities at local, state, and/or national levels.
- Earned status as an APTA Credentialed Clinical Instructor.
- Terminal academic doctoral degree (PhD, EdD, DSc, etc.) or current enrollment or willingness to enroll in terminal academic doctoral program.
- ABPTS certification.

Allen College is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

For more information, contact:
Dr. Peggy Fortsch, Dean, School of Health Sciences or Dr. Eric Arguello, Director of the DPT Program
(319) 226-2031 or (319) 226-2024
Peggy.Fortsch@allencollege.edu or Eric.Arguello@allencollege.edu
www.AllenCollege.edu
Allen College, 1825 Logan Avenue, Waterloo, Iowa 50703

To apply: